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Sham and the stable boy Agba travel from Morocco to France to England where, at last, Sham's majesty
is recognized and he becomes the "Godolphin Arabian," ancestor of the most superior Thoroughbred
horses.
She'd known the job was hazardous, but the Coast Guard Search and Rescue helicopter pilot Lieutenant
Storm Travis learned its true toll when she lost her husband. Suddenly, love seemed an impossible
dream. Then Lieutenant Bram Gallagher, ex–fighter pilot and six feet one inch of brash masculine
energy, strode into her life and stole her heart with reckless grace. Flying together, depending on each
other for life–and–death decisions, gave them an intimacy soon strengthened by their growing need for
each other when they were on the ground. Bram's passion unleashed her innermost needs, but Storm
knew she was flying blind over dangerous waters...
Novel based on Pirates and buried gold of Treasure Island (Imaginary place).
From popular and bestselling authors comes a holiday western romance anthology that “brings three
sets of former lovers the promise of second chances” (Publishers Weekly). From the snowy, windwhipped prairie to the remote Australian Outback, a cowboy’s loving kiss makes this Christmas merry
and bright . . . “The Snow Man” by Diana Palmer Meadow Dawson needs Santa to deliver a solution to
her management of the Colorado ranch she’s inherited. Cattleman Dal Blake just wants his pretty
neighbor’s dog to quit digging under his fence. This Christmas, the unexpected gift of love will surprise
them both. “Kassie’s Cowboy” by Lindsay McKenna A brutal blue norther is battering Wyoming just in
time for Christmas when solitary former Marine Travis Grant finds his childhood sweetheart, Kassie
Murphy, injured in her car just beyond the ranch where he works. For Travis and Kassie, this snowy
silent night will be one last chance to put the painful past behind them—and treat the wounds only love
can heal. “Her Outback Husband” by Margaret Way Scott and Darcey MacArthur were the perfect
couple, devoted to their life together on the family cattle ranch. With one blistering rumor, it ended in
heartbreak—but Scott’s mother has a scheme that will reunite them in the Outback for a holiday that will
prove it’s the season for forgiveness. “Three tales of winter second chance romance will help keep you
warm . . . Vigorous romances about determined women are a good way to start the year, so treat
yourself to a good book by your favorite authors.” —Fresh Fiction
King of the Wind
The Untamed Hunter (Mills & Boon Desire) (Morgan's Mercenaries, Book 12)
Dawn Wind
Hot Pursuit
The Well of Loneliness
New York Times bestselling author Lindsay McKenna returns to Silver Creek, Wyoming, where a veteran
SEALwho is now one of a security team’s finest, is assigned to guard a beautiful woman haunted by her
family’s dangerous past. . . . With a fresh start in the heart of big sky country, Sara Romano is
thrilled to bring her herbal remedies to the lovely people of Silver Creek, Wyoming. But when her dark
past follows her, and Sara is nearly killed, she knows she is in imminent danger. Reluctantly accepting
the bodyguard her mother hires, Sara opens her home to Wes Paxton. Trained to protect, the ruggedly
handsome stranger soothes her fears, making Sara feel cared for in a way she has not felt in a long
time. If only she had the courage to tell him her family’s secrets. . . . A former orphan who found
family in the military, Wes can’t ignore the feeling that Sara is holding back. The more time he spends
with her, the more he understands how afraid she is—which only sends his well-honed protective
instincts into overdrive. So when danger finally closes in, Wes is an army of one, ready to do anything
to protect the woman he’s falling hard for . . . “Lovers of action-packed romantic suspense will
delight in this intense tale.” —Publishers Weekly on Wind River Undercover
A gripping new novel of the West featuring the cowboys of Silver Creek by acclaimed New York Times
bestselling author Lindsay McKenna, perfect for fans of the exciting novels of B.J. Daniels, Diana
Palmer, and Delores Fossen. Seeking an escape from her dark past, Carissa Taylor heads to Silver Creek
to build a new life. For Cari, landing a job at a historic ranch just outside town is a dream come
true, and a chance to put her beekeeping expertise to work. Not only does she feel at home in the
ruggedly beautiful landscape, but she’s intensely drawn to rancher Chase Bishop, whose strong,
steadfast nature quiets her unease. Maybe here she can finally be more than a hunted woman fleeing a
vengeful killer—a man who’s been after her nearly all her life . . . Chase didn’t dare open his heart
again after losing his first love. Until Cari entered his life. Her gentle beauty and nurturing spirit
call to him like no other. So when her enraged stepbrother breaks out of prison and comes prowling
around Chase’s ranch, the former Marine goes into full protective mode, offering Cari the shelter of
his home. But as the murderer’s deadly threats draw ever closer, suddenly Chase is calling on his own
killer instincts, knowing he will stop at nothing to keep safe the woman who has captured his soul . .
. “Series fans will be thrilled.” —Publishers Weekly
A Christmas blizzard reunites a Marine veteran with his high school sweetheart in this romance novella
from a New York Times–bestselling author. A brutal blue norther is battering Wind River Valley in
Wyoming just in time for Christmas when retired Marine Travis Grant spies a driver spinning out of
control on black ice. It’s probably a tourist who doesn’t understand the deadly conditions, and Travis
knows he has to help. The last person he expects to find behind the wheel is his childhood love, Kassie
Murphy. She’s injured, but alive. And now, for Travis and Kassie, this snowy silent night will be one
last chance to put the painful past behind them—and treat the wounds only love can heal. Previously
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published in Christmas with My Cowboy Praise for Lindsay McKenna’s Wind River Rancher “Moving and real
. . . impossible to put down.”—Publisher’s Weekly, Starred Review
Rock-solid, hard-bitten and no stranger to danger, mercenary Shep Hunter was going to run his latest
mission without interference from Dr. Maggie Harper, the woman who'd stubbornly walked away from him
years ago.
Lone Rider
Wind River Cowboy
Island of the Blue Dolphins
Treasure Island
The Complete Edition
Rescued as a child by a band of Crow Indians after her parents die in a tragic accident, Tabitha Daniel
grows up to become Talking Rain, a legendary warrior woman who captures the heart of a young Assiniboine
leader named Storm Rider.
THE TOUGHER HUNTER WAS... The harder he was bound to fall. But that didn't stop rugged mercenary Devlin
Hunter from shrugging off his boss's order to partner up with pretty Kulani Dawson on his latest
mission. After all, a man had his pride--and this man worked alone. But Kulani wasn't about to let Dev
stalk off into dangerous territory without a guide. And after a few nights fraught with danger--and
filled with passion--Dev's biggest battle was keeping his beautiful partner from stealing his heart and
destroying his vow to never ever fall in love!
New York Times bestselling author Lindsay McKenna returns to Silver Creek, Wyoming, where a Black Ops
veteran finds the strength to fight again when a dangerous terrorist group comes after his beautiful
boss . . . Bereft after the brutal loss of her parents, Dana Scott sinks nearly every dime of her
inheritance into buying Wildflower Ranch, believing that once she restores the rustic cabin, and farms
the untamed acreage, her soul will be whole once more. Hiring wrangler Colin Gallagher to help out just
makes sense. But as she works side by side with the handsome loner, she feels an unexpected kinship, and
a longing for connection she believed was lost to her forever . . . Colin is only in Silver Creek long
enough to make some money and move on. Restless, spiritually broken, the former Army Ranger has nothing
left to give after his harrowing time in battle. But helping Dana make a life for herself has him
yearning for more. Until the domestic terrorists that destroyed Dana’s family catch up with her,
determined to silence her forever. It’s a threat that has Colin calling on all his considerable training
to keep safe the woman who has taken hold of his heart . . . “The romance is . . . rich with emotion and
intensified by suspense.” —Publishers Weekly starred review on Silver Creek Fire
"Includes the rediscovered part four"--Cover.
Too Near The Fire
Silver Creek Fire
The Cougar
Red Tail
An Honorable Woman

A heartbreaking and compelling story of a family's experiences of slavery and the American
Civil War. From Sam Tademy, the son of a runaway slave, and his fiercely strong wife Polly, to
the father and son who witness unspeakable crimes, this is a story in which courage and hope do
battle with almost unendurable suffering; where real lives collide with history.
Course Of Action - featuring 2 stories Out Of Harm's Way by Lindsay McKenna After Madison
Duncan is kidnapped, Navy SEAL Travis Cooper must bring her back home. He deftly recovers her
from a dangerous force, but never expects such a strong attractionand a love he never saw
coming.
Wild Boys is a punk fiction western set in a time of high adventure, outlaws, and the way of
the gun—with a peculiar twist. Dusty Calhoun is out for revenge after being left for dead and
losing all to violence and fire. Vengeance is complicated when he rescues Jake Willowford, a
cowboy with a familiar face, and falls for him. Recklessly, Dusty plans to use Jake to
infiltrate the Blakely Gang, or die trying. The adventure continues as Jake is separated from
Dusty and must find his way with the help of an outlaw, Frank Ward. On the run from One-Eyed
Walker and his posse, they endure the dangers and desires of the Wild West. The ride will lead
them back home or to the end of a rope. Consequences are dealt with in a spirit quest in the
Badlands. The final ride of the Wild Boys is set into motion by a wayward prostitute, Misty
Waters, a randy cowboy, Troy Carter, and a message from a traitor, leading to a climatic
shootout where the trail ends.
LIFE SAVER Leah Stevenson was a trained fire fighter, and all she knew when she battled her way
through the smoke and flames was that there were lives to be saved.
Volume One
A Soldier's Mission
A Riveting Novel of Romantic Suspense
Wild Boys - A Peculiar Western Novel
Buffalo Bill, the Great Cowboy Race of 1893, and the Vanishing Wild West
This stunning fantasy inspired by Chinese folklore is a companion novel to Starry River of the Sky and the New York Times bestselling and
National Book Award finalist When the Sea Turned to Silver In the valley of Fruitless mountain, a young girl named Minli lives in a
ramshackle hut with her parents. In the evenings, her father regales her with old folktales of the Jade Dragon and the Old Man on the
Moon, who knows the answers to all of life's questions. Inspired by these stories, Minli sets off on an extraordinary journey to find the Old
Man on the Moon to ask him how she can change her family's fortune. She encounters an assorted cast of characters and magical
creatures along the way, including a dragon who accompanies her on her quest for the ultimate answer. Grace Lin, author of the beloved
Year of the Dog and Year of the Rat returns with a wondrous story of adventure, faith, and friendship. A fantasy crossed with Chinese
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folklore, Where the Mountain Meets the Moon is a timeless story reminiscent of The Wizard of Oz and Kelly Barnhill's The Girl Who Drank
the Moon. Her beautiful illustrations, printed in full-color, accompany the text throughout. Once again, she has created a charming,
engaging book for young readers.
U.S. Marine Corporal Jim McKenzie knew a hundred ghastly ways to kill, a thousand ugly techniques to survive the perils stalking war-torn
Vietnam. And these bloody talents had plunged his tortured conscience into unspeakable horror...
Two veterans reunited at a Wyoming ranch reignite their passion for each other—from the New York Times–bestselling author of Wind
River Undercover. Kira Duval was part of a Special Forces team that got caught in an ambush—leaving only two wounded survivors:
herself and Weapons Sergeant Garret Fleming. Losing her team was traumatic, and in the chaotic aftermath, as the Army moved them
from hospital to hospital, she lost Garret too. But she never lost her secret yearning for him. Finally, she gave up trying to track him down
back in the States. But as she settles in at the Bar C cattle ranch in Wyoming, a place where veterans can find a home and a place to
heal, she’s introduced to her sandy-haired, hazel-eyed housemate: none other than Garret Fleming. They’re a long way from
Afghanistan—and a long way from the people they used to be before tragedy changed their lives. But as Kira earns her keep by
caregiving for the ranch owner’s bedridden, alcoholic father—a task that sometimes feels more challenging than any black ops
mission—she finds that even in peacetime Garret still has her back, and that in this warm, welcoming place, the passion she resisted in
the heat of battle may finally have a chance to flourish… Third in the series! Praise for Wind River Cowboy “Sensitive, powerful…
McKenna has carefully interwoven the devastation of trauma with the power of healing love.”—Publishers Weekly
Emberly has spent a good number of her many lives trying to save humans. So when her prophetic dreams reveal the death of Sam, a
man she once loved, she does everything in her power to prevent that from happening. But in saving his life, she gets more than she
bargained for. Sam is working undercover for the Paranormal Investigations Team, and those who are trying to murder him are actually
humans infected by a plague-like virus, the Crimson Death-a by-product of a failed government experiment that attempted to identify the
enzymes that make vampires immortal. Now, all those infected must be eliminated. But when Emberly's boss is murdered and his
irreplaceable research stolen, she needs to find the guilty party before she goes down in flames...
Brooklyn to Mars
Hunter's Pride
Wind River Lawman
Course of Action
Marrying My Cowboy

Brooklyn To Mars about starting where you are and going someplace extraordinary. It's about
doing what you love and making incredible things happen. Originally started as a limited edition
magazine for artists, entrepreneurs and lone wolves, this compilation contains Brooklyn To Mars
issue 1-5. Including: Issue One: Getting Started Issue Two: Minimalism Issue Three: Will Power
Issue Four: Karoshi Issue Five: Self-Talk The works have been revised and improved. Now for the
first time, all previously out-of-print issues are available in one convenient book. Featuring
brand new content and an introduction from the author. Brooklyn To Mars praise: "I read it cover
to cover and loved every piece." -Steven Pressfield (author of The War of Art) "Markus Almond is
one of my favorite online writers. He produces consistently great content." -Joshua Fields
Millburn (Best-selling author. TheMinimalists.com) " Brooklyn To Mars] zine went straight to my
heart." -Danielle La Porte (Best-selling author) "Really beautiful and special." -Bianca
Barragan (The Last Bookstore, LA) "It's Great " -Gerard Way (Lead vocalist and co-founder of My
Chemical Romance) "Brooklyn To Mars - Issue Four is one of the best reads about life and success
that I have read in a long time. You should all go to brooklyntomars.com and order this issue."
-Rob Dyrdek (MTV star)
Honor meant everything to Cam Anderson. And as commanding officer on her latest mission, she
finally had a chance to prove herself.
King Of Swords by Lindsay McKenna released on Mar 25, 1992 is available now for purchase.
The boy lay in the silence of the great battlefield, gazing at his own hand spread on the ground
beside him. The hand moved and he realized, with something like surprise, that he was not dead.
His name was Owain and further up the hillside lay his father and brother, both killed by Saxon
warriors in that last great battle of Aquae Sulis. From that moment Owain knows that he must
make his own way in the world and so begins his journey to face the many challenges that lie
ahead. Rosemary Sutcliff is one of the greatest writers of historical fiction and Dawn Wind is
an acclaimed and much-loved classic tale which will enthral readers old and new. This stunning
new edition features the evocative original black and white illustrations by award-winning
artist, Charles Keeping, which bring the story vividly to life.
Strength Under Fire
Storm Rider
Wind River Protector
On Fire
Originally published in 1898, “The Ballad of Reading Gaol” is a poem written by Oscar Wilde. Composed
after his release from the titular prison whilst he was in exile in Berneval-le-Grand, the poem deals
with the hanging at Reading Goal of Charles Thomas Wooldridge, a 30-year-old man who was imprisoned for
cutting his wife's throat. Within the poem, Wilde narrates the execution in full and explores the brutal
nature of the punishment that all inmates must endure. Oscar Fingal O'Flahertie Wills Wilde (1854–1900)
was an Irish poet and playwright who became one of the most popular in London during the 1880s and
1890s. Well-known for his sharp wit and extravagant attire, Wilde was a proponent of aestheticism and
wrote in a variety of forms including poetry, fiction, and drama. He was famously imprisoned for
homosexual acts from 1895 to 1897 and died at the age of 46, just three years after his release. Other
notable works by this author include: “Picture of Dorian Gray” (1890), “Salome” (1891), and “The
Importance of Being Earnest” (1895). Ragged Hand is proudly republishing this classic poem now complete
with a specially-commissioned new biography of the author.
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Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist and author Richard A. Serrano's new book American Endurance: The Great
Cowboy Race and the Vanishing Wild West is history, mystery, and Western all rolled into one. In June
1893, nine cowboys raced across a thousand miles of American prairie to the Chicago World's Fair. For
two weeks they thundered past angry sheriffs, governors, and Humane Society inspectors intent on halting
their race. Waiting for them at the finish line was Buffalo Bill Cody, who had set up his Wild West Show
right next to the World's Fair that had refused to allow his exhibition at the fair. The Great Cowboy
Race occurred at a pivotal moment in our nation's history: many believed the frontier was settled and
the West was no more. The Chicago World's Fair represented the triumph of modernity and the end of the
cowboy age. Except no one told the cowboys. Racing toward Buffalo Bill Cody and the gold-plated Colt
revolver he promised to the first to reach his arena, nine men went on a Wild West stampede from tiny
Chadron, Nebraska, to bustling Chicago. But at the first thud of hooves pounding on Chicago's brick
pavement, the race devolved into chaos. Some of the cowboys shipped their horses part of the way by
rail, or hired private buggies. One had the unfair advantage of having helped plan the route map in the
first place. It took three days, numerous allegations, and a good old Western showdown to sort out who
was first to Chicago, and who won the Great Cowboy Race.
An ex-Marine and an Army nurse discover the strength to love again on a Wyoming ranch—from the New York
Times–bestselling author of Wind River Undercover. After a harrowing tour of duty in Afghanistan, Army
nurse Lily Thompson escapes to Wind River Ranch to find herself once more. Working as a caregiver to
foreman Jake Murdoch’s elderly mother, Lily almost feels at peace—except for the unsettling presence of
Jake, a tight-lipped, intimidating man everyone calls Bear. But one look in the powerful ex-Marine’s
eyes and Lily glimpses a vulnerability that shakes her soul: a hurt she understands all too well—and
longs to heal . . . Jake is ready to rail at the fates when Lily moves into his home. Everything about
this captivating woman calls to him, demanding that he abandon his solitary stance and start to live
again. But Jake is a man who knows that no one can save him from the past that stalks his heart and
mind. Not even sweet, achingly beautiful Lily. Still, that doesn’t stop his longing to pull her into his
arms—and keep her there forever. Will time, and patience, bring them the courage to make their
connection real?... Seventh in the series! Praise for Home to Wind River “McKenna is spot-on with her
portrayal of military veterans facing PTSD in this heart-wrenching story of warmth, friendship, and
love’s healing powers.”—Publishers Weekly
“Stirring…rich with emotion and intensified by suspense. Readers will be excited to see where McKenna
takes the series next.” —Publishers Weekly STARRED REVIEW New York Times bestselling author, US Navy
Veteran, and genre pioneer Lindsay McKenna combines pulse-pounding suspense with the romance of a
contemporary Western for the first installment in her highly emotional, engrossingly swoon-worthy Silver
Creek series. Love's flame burns bright... Leanna Ryan's hometown in coastal Oregon has been her refuge
ever since a traumatic event during her teens. But over time, even the safest harbor can start to feel
more like a prison. That's why Lea, a master carpenter and wood sculptor, is moving to Wyoming, a place
whose rugged beauty has long captured her imagination. The scenery around Silver Creek is as stunning as
she hoped, and her new employer, Logan Anderson, is generous and fair, though his eyes reveal a sadness
she recognizes all too well. Logan immediately knows he can trust Lea with his Wild Goose Ranch
remodeling project. Her skill, her dedication—they're as appealing to him as her unaffected beauty. But
he has other reasons for unease. There have been disturbing events around the ranch. Then Lea's car is
rammed in a hit and run. Logan has already lost so much; now he fears he's jeopardizing not only his
property, but Lea too. His dream is to convince Lea to make Silver Creek her home—but first, he'll have
to keep her safe...
Courage Under Fire
Silver Creek Bodyguard
King of Swords
Red River
Kassie's Cowboy

The Well of Loneliness, first published in 1928, is a timeless portrayal of lesbian love. The thinly disguised story of
Hall's own life, it was banned outright upon publication and almost ruined her literary career as the subject was
that of an obscenity trial and forbidden at the time in England. The novel tells the story of Stephen, an ideal child
of aristocratic parents—a fencer, a horse rider and a keen scholar. Stephen grows to be a war hero, a bestselling
writer and a loyal, protective lover. But Stephen is a woman, and is attracted to women. As her ambitions drive
her, and society incarcerates her, Stephen is forced into desperate actions. Although Gordon's attitude toward her
own sexuality is anguished, the novel presents lesbianism as natural and makes a plea for greater tolerance. It
became an international bestseller, and for decades was the single most famous lesbian novel.
The new novel from the bestselling author of Wind River Protector. Hide in plain sight. For native Guatemalan
Anna Navaro, nothing is more satisfying than capturing drug traffickers for the U.S. DEA. Her career has always
been her focus, but just as she’s beginning to yearn for something more, she’s given a brand-new assignment
with DEA agent Gabe Whitcomb. In his well-worn Stetson and boots, he’s part cowboy and part law enforcement, a
combination Anna finds irresistibly sexy. But desire has no place on a job as dangerous as this one, because the
drug lord they’re after is the violent fugitive who killed her father . . . Gabe’s worked some treacherous
assignments in the past, but this one raises every alarm—and not just because his partner is a gorgeous woman
with the grace of a cat and a sniper’s deadly aim. He and Anna are being sent to the Wind River Valley where he
grew up—and where his adoptive parents still own a ranch just eighty miles from the Elson family, who have been
recruited into the ruthless Gonzalez cartel. Posing as new ranch-owners and ingratiating themselves with the
Elsons to uncover evidence, Anna and Gabe can only fight the heat flaring between them until they realize that
building a life together, here in Wind River, is worth risking everything for . . .
From New York Times bestselling author, US Navy Veteran, and genre pioneer Lindsay McKenna comes the first in
a new pulse-pounding series of military romantic suspense centered around a group of Black Ops personnel
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known as Shadow Team. McKenna's signature blend of thoughtful characterization and nail-biting, action-packed
plots are on full display with this tale of an ex-US Navy SEAL as he is hired to protect his former flame, an ex-Black
Hawk Army Medevac helicopter pilot, during a dangerous mission to Cusco, Peru. Caught up in a web of
international drug trade, Cal and Sky must depend on each other if they mean to survive.
A small-town sheriff gets some backup in more ways than one from a Navy veteran turned rancher in this
romance from a New York Times–bestselling author. After serving as a Navy medic, Dawson Callahan is back in
the States and ready to start over. Leaving his native Texas, he heads for the wide-open spaces of Wyoming,
where he finds work as a wrangler. True, he’ll mainly be wrangling chickens—and wrangling Sarah Carter’s
granny, who’s still spry, but in need of a little caregiving. But ranch work is ranch work, and it’s hard to turn down
a job offer from the beautiful Sheriff Carter—especially when she deputizes him as one of her lawmen. Sarah loves
her grandmother, but with her law enforcement career keeping her busy, they could both use some help from a
strong, steady man. And policing Lincoln County has only gotten tougher since a merciless drug lord arrived in the
area. When Sarah takes a bullet on the job, it’s Dawson who comes to her rescue—and though they both thought
they left war behind in Afghanistan, they’ll do whatever it takes to protect what’s theirs, even if it means facing
down traumas they’ve buried for years. Because love isn’t for the faint of heart… Sixth in the series! Praise for
Wind River Lawman “Suspenseful…. Refreshing, fast-paced romance.”—Publishers Weekly “Tugs at the
heartstrings…. I didn’t want to put it down.”—Fresh Fiction
Jonathan Livingston Seagull
Off Limits
Home to Wind River
A Sweet and Steamy Western Romance Anthology
American Endurance
Take a walk down the aisle—western style—with these tales of unbridled love, from a trio of New York Times bestselling
authors who know the way to a cowboy’s heart … The Rancher’s Wedding* Diana Palmer When a rugged Colorado
rancher who’s in the red meets up with a screenwriter-turned-waitress dogged by scandal, they put their talents—and
their hearts—together. But will front page news put a damper on the sparks flying between them? “No one beats this
author for sensual anticipation.” —Rave Reviews Wind River Wedding * Lindsay McKenna A sprawling family ranch in
Wyoming, or a swanky Hamptons hideaway? A young couple’s future in-laws try to stake their claim on where the
newlyweds will live. But these lovebirds won’t be corralled … “Moving and real … impossible to put down.” —Publisher’s
Weekly, STARRED REVIEW on Wind River Rancher The Cowboy Lassoes a Bride * Kate Pearce Between a hen night that
goes terribly wrong and a missing wedding dress, a bride-to-be wonders if her plan to marry her longtime bad boy
cowboy beau is doomed—and he wonders if his fiancée is avoiding the altar. Will love prevail? … “Captures the spirit of
the West.” —Booklist on The Maverick Cowboy
The Montana Hamiltons by New York Times bestselling author B.J. Daniels When danger claims her, rescue comes from
the one man she least expects A cowgirl at heart, Bo Hamilton does her best thinking in wide-open spaces. So when
money goes missing from the family foundation she runsmeaning one of her trusted, ragtag employees is a thiefBo rides
into the Crazy Mountains to figure things out. But a killer hiding among the sawtooth ridges takes her captiveand isn't
planning on ever letting her go. Bo's disappearance gets folks thinking she's the guilty one run off with the money, but
Jace Calder would bet his ranch that she's innocent. Not that he has any reason to trust the beautiful, spoiled senator's
daughter. But she also gave his troubled sister a job when no one else would. For his sibling's sake, Jace is going after
Bo and bringing her home to face the truth. But in the wild, rugged Crazy Mountains, he finds Bo at the mercy of a
suspected murderer. As her only hope, Jace is about to find out what they're both made of.
The new novel from the bestselling author of Home to Wind River. Real love is worth every risk . . . Ex-Air Force pilot
Andy Whitcomb loves nothing more than the wide blue skies, but when a helicopter crash fighting forest fires in
California leaves her injured and shaken, she’s ready to return home to the peace of Wind River Ranch. The good news
is, there’s a chance for her to fly helos for the county sheriff’s department. The bad news? The person in charge is none
other than Dev Mitchell, an ex-Army Black Hawk pilot—and the rugged, sharp-eyed man Andy has never forgotten after
five days together running from the Taliban after a nerve-wracking near-miss in Afghanistan. Dev can’t believe his eyes
when Andy walks into the interview. She’s as strong and sexy as he remembers, and every bit qualified for the job, which
she clearly wants. Unfortunately, if he’s going to be her boss, their relationship has to remain strictly professional—a
regret Dev fights to keep hidden as they begin to work together. But when a chance encounter with violent drug
traffickers forces them into survival mode, both of them will fight to hold on to the connection they can’t ignore—and the
chance of a future together.
Lone RiderZebra Books
Fireborn
Where the Mountain Meets the Moon
Wind River Undercover
Christmas with My Cowboy
The Ballad of Reading Gaol
THE WOMAN HE'D ALWAYS LOVED She had a heart of gold and a beauty to match her compassionate spirit. But she was a Donovan the daughter of
his arch enemy. THE MAN SHE LONGED TO HOLD He was strong and true and something of a hero in Rachel's hometown. But years of strife between
her ranching family and his made Jim Cunningham the one man she was forbidden to love. A WEDDING BEYOND THEIR WILDEST DREAMS? From
the starry night he'd saved Rachel's life on a snowy mountaintop, Jim felt bound by this compelling woman. And though the rugged rescuer had faced many
battles in his day, loving Rachel would be his greatest challenge of all.
The fine line between strength...and surrender When a Navy SEAL drops into Khat Shinwari's life unexpectedly, love opens her up for the first time. But
her bond with Mike Tarik comes at the expense of her family's expectations that she quit the military and start a family in her village.
A Wyoming ranch holds the future for a combat medic and a photographer in this romance from the New York Times–bestselling author of Wind River
Undercover. As a combat photographer in Afghanistan, Tara Dalton saw things she won’t ever forget, as much as she would like to. And after returning
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Stateside, she can’t fight her way past the PTSD that’s haunted her ever since. Desperate to make a change, she joins her old friend Shay at the Bar C
Ranch, where a group of ex-military vets are putting their lives back together one step at a time—including one strong, gentle bear of a man who makes her
feel safer than she has in years. Harper Sutton fell farther than he ever imagined after his tour of duty as a medic was up, and he’s not proud of it. But at the
Bar C, he’s doing work that means something, and he’s training to be a professional paramedic. That’s enough to concentrate on, until Tara comes to share
his place at the ranch. The shadows in her eyes are darker than simply memories of war, and every moment he spends with her opens up parts of himself
he’d thought long dead. But as Tara’s troubled past threatens the present, it will take trust in each other to fight for a future together… Fifth in the series!
Praise for Wind River Wrangler “Captivating sensuality.”—Publishers Weekly “A tour de force of heart-stopping drama, gut-wrenching emotion, and the
searing joy of two wounded souls learning to love again.”—International bestselling author Merline Lovelace
The heat is on in these two exciting romantic suspense stories! The Untamed Hunter by Lindsay McKenna Hard-bitten mercenary Shep Hunter was going
to run his latest mission without interference from Dr. Maggie Harper, the woman who'd walked away from him years ago. But Maggie had some definite
ideas about how to handle their covert assignment—and how to handle him! Now Shep wonders if he can keep beautiful Maggie under his command without
loosening his steel-clad grip on his heart. Bulletproof SEAL by Carol Ericson Branded a traitor, Rikki Taylor is in the sights of sniper Quinn McBride’s
rifle. Yet the navy SEAL knows this woman intimately, and there’s no way she’d betray her country…or him. Saving her is his number one priority.
Discovering her real secrets, including the baby she’s keeping from him, can wait—first, they have to make it out alive.
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